
CARLETON CONDOMINIUM CORPORATION NO. 264 
750-802 ST. ANDRE DRIVE 

OTTAWA, ONTARIO 
 

MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
HELD AT CAIRINE WILSON SECONDARY SCHOOL 
975 ORLEANS BOULEVARD, OTTAWA, ONTARIO 

 
MAY 15, 2018 AT 6:30 P.M. 

 
 
With no objections noted, the President of the Board, Natasha Brunet, welcomed all those in               
attendance and the head table was introduced as follows: 
 
BOARD MEMBERS: 
 
Natasha Brunet President  
Brian Buys Treasurer  
Heather Ross Secretary  
Claude Durocher Director  
 
GUESTS: 

 
Neil Scilley Auditor, BDO Canada LLP 
Denise Stimson Property Manager, Capital Integral Property Management  
Jasen Brousseau Recording Secretary, Minutes Solutions 
 
REGRETS: 
 
Bernie Fradette Vice President  
 
 
1. ANNOUNCEMENT OF QUORUM AND CALL TO ORDER  
 

Brian Buys served as Chair of the meeting and reported 14 proxies and 33 owners present, for                 
a total of 47. This constituting a quorum of at least 25% as required under the Condominium                 
Act, 1998, for the transaction of business, the meeting was duly called to order at 7:23 p.m. 

 
2. PROOF OF NOTICE 
 

Notice of this meeting of owners was provided to all registered owners in accordance with the                
bylaws of the Corporation and the Condominium Act, 1998, as evidenced by the declaration of               
service. A copy of the notice and proof of service is annexed to these minutes as a schedule.  
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3. PRESENTATION OF AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
 

The Corporation’s Auditor, Neil Scilley of BDO Canada LLP, presented the annual audited             
financial statements for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2017. The Auditor went through the               
financial statements and briefly explained each section. 
 
The Auditor opened the floor to questions regarding the audited financial statements. 

 
Finola Belanger, Unit 05A: In light of the fact that the siding project is behind schedule, are we                  
going to incur higher labour costs? 
Response, Brian Buys: We received a quote for the project, so overall it should not impact that                 
quote.  
 
On a motion made by Cecil Wigney, Unit 66B, seconded by James P. Brown, Unit 66A, it                 
was resolved to approve the audited financial statements for the fiscal year ended             
December 31, 2017, as presented. Motion carried.  

 
4. APPOINTMENT OF AUDITOR 
 

On a motion made by Tamara MacDonald, Unit 79A, seconded by Rosanne Guillemette,             
Unit 92B, it was resolved to appoint Neil Scilley of BDO Canada LLP as Auditor of the                 
Corporation for the current fiscal year, to hold office until the close of the next annual                
general meeting. Motion carried.  
 
 

5. MINUTES OF THE LAST ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
 

Brian Buys presented the minutes of the last annual general meeting held on June 5, 2017. The                 
floor was opened to questions or requests for amendments to the minutes.  

 
Brian Buys: On page three, paragraph four, I am quite certain I did not provide the answer to                  
the question about when the property management contract was last tenured, as the             
condominium did not inherit Bridgeport from Megacorp, rather Megacorp sold to Bridgeport.            
Also, the last time this contract was tenured was before my time. Then on page four there is my                   
statement that “the contract includes replacement of bad wood behind the siding.” Depending             
on how you read that, it sounds like the cost is included in the contract, but the actual cost of rot                     
repair was not included in the siding project as they could not have known how much bad wood                  
there would be.  
 
Roza Errol, Unit 80A: I was at the first meeting at the school and it was never mentioned that                   
the wood was not included. The engineers must have known what would be included.              
Everything depends on that first meeting. I never got any indication at that initial meeting that                
this would be the case.  
Response, Brian Buys: Before the project was started, the Board and the engineering             
company took siding off in several places and looked at the structure behind it, and at that point,                  
we did not hit a lot of rot when we checked. That still does not guarantee that there was not any.                     
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Throughout the quoting process we were quite aware that if there was a lot of rot happening, we                  
would not know that until the siding came off. Regardless, that would not be part of the quote;                  
no company would include that. It is a 35 year old building; there is nothing we could do about it.  
 
Roza Errol, Unit 80A: When you are talking about a contract for over a million dollars, you are                  
thinking it is going to cover anything. Then you find out these costs and you have to go back to                    
the reserve fund? 
Response, Brian Buys: That is not the case. It is not like the engineer and contractors can go                  
and charge whatever they want. Any repair work that they do, the numbers for that go through                 
the consulting engineering company to say that it is part of the contract or it is extra. Everything                  
is being checked as it goes. There are expenses because of the rot, but there is not a lot we                    
could do about that.  
 
Cedric Lalonde, Unit 11B: Was there an independent engineering company that evaluated all             
of this? 
Response, Brian Buys: We have solicited the services of Keller Engineering. They were part of               
putting together the contract. All the numbers come through them and they are an independent               
company.  
 
On a motion made by Edith Gilbert, Unit 84B, seconded by Jennifer Goldstone, Unit 29B,               
it was resolved to approve the minutes of the annual general meeting held on June 5,                
2017, as amended. Motion carried.  

 
6. PRESIDENT’S REPORT 
 

Natasha Brunet presented the President’s report. She noted that the last two years had been               
very busy for the Corporation, citing the step repairs, roof repairs, and the development project.               
The siding project was described as well underway, and now in Phase 2. The Board and                
Property Management was meeting with the engineer and contractor every two weeks to             
monitor project progress. Each building was presenting unique challenges, but owners were            
thanked for their ongoing patience and compliance.  
 
Denise Stimson added that siding work would be commencing in the 758 block within the               
following two weeks. Notices would be sent out reminding owners to clean up their backyards.  
 
Natasha Brunet highlighted several smaller topics of importance for the community. The            
parking lots had been cleaned for the coming year. Garbage pickup was happening every              
weekend through Progressive, but the opportunity to end that contract would arise in January,              
2019 and the intention was to only go through the City of Ottawa for garbage pickup. Owners                 
were reminded to try and donate or recycle large garbage items, and otherwise not dispose of                
the large items until the night before garbage pickup. It was noted that pool season was                
approaching, and that H20 had been rehired to supervise the pool area; pool hours would               
remain the same. Owners were also reminded to ensure toys, chairs, and other personal items               
were not left in the common elements.  

 
The floor was opened to questions. 
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Edith Gilbert, Unit 84B: What do people with balconies need to do in regards to the siding                 
project? 
Response, Denise Stimson: You have to remove things off of your balcony for the siding               
project.  
Response, Brian Buys: If you have a screened in porch that is your responsibility, and clean                
off as much as you can.  
 
Finola Belanger, Unit 05A: Where will the siding work be taking place next? 
Response, Brian Buys: Block 758 is next followed by 762 and 766.  
 
Wayne Marlatt, Unit 90B: Is the rot that they are finding when they take siding off budgeted for                  
in contingency? 
Response, Brian Buys: Any rot that is found is not included in the quote that was made.                 
Repairs, such as replacing siding for example, are included but we will not know the cost until                 
they know how many they have to pull off.  
 
Wayne Marlatt, Unit 90B: What has been the experience so far on the first block? How much                 
had to be taken off? 
Response, Brian Buys: We will look at funding options as we finish the last part of block one.  
Response, Denise Stimson: We are having another reserve fund study completed so hopefully             
we can make some room there. 
 

7. APPOINTMENT OF SCRUTINEERS 
 

The Chair issued a call for volunteers to serve as scrutineers and to assist in counting the 
ballots of the election. The following persons came forward and were duly appointed: 
 

● Finola Belanger, Unit 05A 
● Tamara MacDonald, Unit 79A 

 
8. NOMINATION/ELECTION OF ONE DIRECTOR POSITION FOR A THREE-YEAR TERM 
 

There was one Director position available for a three-year term. The following candidates were              
nominated by proxy, and no additional nominations were made during the meeting: 

 
1. Jennifer Goldstone, Unit 29B 
2. Claude Gariepy, Unit 87B 

 
Claude Gariepy subsequently withdrew his nomination in favour of Jennifer Goldstone.  

 
RESULTS OF ELECTION 
 
The following candidate was elected to a three-year term on the Board of Directors by               
acclamation:  
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● Jennifer Goldstone, Unit 29B 

 
9. NEW BUSINESS 
 

The floor was opened to new items of business and questions.  
 
Claude Gariepy, Unit 87B: I want to pay to have the insulation done behind the siding of my                  
unit. It would be no cost to the Board; I will pay for it all. The contractor will provide a 25-year                     
warranty for it.  
Response, Brian Buys: There are a couple of issues with that, as you have walls that are                 
attached to other walls. Are you thinking of doing it from the inside? 
Claude Gariepy, Unit 87B: No, from the outside. I just need approval from the Board. 
Response, Denise Stimson: They will be starting at block 758 in two weeks, but our Board                
meeting will be before that so we will have a decision for you before work commences. I                 
received similar requests from other people.  
Response, Brian Buys: We also have our weekly meeting with the engineer and contractor              
tomorrow morning so we will discuss that with them and get back to you.  
Response, Denise Stimson: If anyone is interested in this, it would be classed as a unit-owner                
modification. I do have documents called section 98 in the office that would have to be                
completed and signed by you. Then the Board would approve it and you would get a copy. From                  
then on, if anything bad happened to the insulation, it will be your cost to replace. Please e-mail                  
me and I can send you a document but I will have more information tomorrow.  
 
Denis Gagnon, Unit 29A: I am worried about all these rot issues now. Are we going to be hit                   
with a special assessment in the future? Our building is one of the worst so far, then we have all                    
the other buildings to be done. If you look at the ascetics of all the other buildings, it could cost                    
up to $500,000 or more. Are we going to be hit with a special assessment? 
Response, Brian Buys: We have done three of the four buildings for phase one, so if it is that                   
much there will be a special assessment, but we are trusting that it will not be. The first three                   
were not as bad as the fourth one being done now. If the costs were too high we would try and                     
cover it with the reserve fund, and if that could not cover it we would have to go through a                    
special assessment.  
Denis Gagnon, Unit 29A: Can we include this in the new reserve fund study? 
Response, Brian Buys: All of this will be factored into the new reserve fund study. The likely                 
scenario is by the end of the year we will have numbers to know if we can cover it. It is looking                      
like we will be alright right now.  
 
Wayne Marlatt, Unit 90B: Are the engineering costs budgeted for? 
Response, Brian Buys: Yes they are. The amount was allocated in the reserve fund before               
starting the project.  
 
Agatha Bonadio, Unit 48B: In regards to the meeting we had at the church and the insulation                 
we are talking about, did the engineers think that the insulation would prevent the rot that we are                  
seeing today? 
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Response, Brian Buys: No, because the buildings were built 34 years ago when they did not                
have the products we have now. It is just part of moisture getting in.  
Agatha Bonadio, Unit 48B: Will it protect it going forward? 
Response, Brian Buys: Yes, because they are resealing the building.  
 
Melodee Aubrecht, Unit 54A: I am block 798, so I am wondering when the siding work will be                  
done there. I spend a lot of money on flowers in my yard, so I do not want to waste that money if                       
work will be done in the area.  
Response, Brian Buys: We have determined which blocks are going to be done in which               
phase. In the next newsletter we put out, we will mention which blocks we will be doing each                  
year. Block 798 will be around two years from now as to the current plan, and then you will be                    
notified more specifically as the date approaches.  
 
Denis Gagnon, Unit 29A: When they removed the siding, they realized there was no insulation               
so some needed to be put in. Are there other ways to inspect the unit? 
Response, Brian Buys: Not without incurring more costs if they are not doing work on the unit.  
Denis Gagnon, Unit 29A:  What if owners hired a company to drill in and check for us? 
Response, Brian Buys: I will have to check on that because of common elements versus your                
area. We need to be careful that we do not have different contractors that are part of the same                   
siding project.  
 
Terry Fierback, Unit 63B: I spoke to Claude Durocher in regards to the trees in between the                 
units. They are starting to fall apart, and could fall on something or someone. Can we figure out                  
a way to fertilize them or something because they are a nice noise block between units?  
Response, Brian Buys: We will bring that up with the engineers that do the reserve fund study                 
because that would be a reserve fund expense. 
Terry Fierback, Unit 63B:  Also, the lights in the parking lot; it can be pitch black sometimes. 
Response, Claude Durocher: We are looking into that right now and are looking into different               
lighting to save costs and improve security.  
Response, Brian Buys: We are actively seeking quotes on that.  
Terry Fierback, Unit 63B: When they did the roof, one of the guys was standing on the                 
eaves-trough and bent it. Another guy left a rope on one of the roofs which means there must                  
be a bracket attaching it. It is at block 786 around section 42.  
Response, Denise Stimson: I will look into that.  
 
Claude Gariepy, Unit 87B: For the LED lighting, has anyone checked with the City of Ottawa                
about rebates? 
Response, Claude Durocher: Yes, they are going to handle all of that.  
Claude Gariepy, Unit 87B: I have noticed that costs of water have risen. Is there any way we                  
can get individual meters set up? 
Response, Brian Buys: The number thrown out last year was around $40,000 just to put the                
meters in. Then every month, we would still get only 13 water bills from the City, and would be                   
responsible for breaking down the cost per unit to bill individual units.  
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Agatha Bonadio, Unit 48B: In reference to the expense with the water, I sent two e-mails                
asking if I could put a tankless water heater in my unit.  
Response, Brian Buys: Whether you have a tankless water heater or a water tank, it will not                 
dictate how much water you use or save you money on water.  
 
Terry Fierback, Unit 63B: On the side of each condominium block, there are those little closets                
with two doors. Are those the breakers for the buildings? You often just see the doors flapping. 
Response, Brian Buys: Yes, they used to be locked but it became a pain when the cable                 
company or hydro needed to come read them. We have not had any issues before, and those                 
are being replaced as part of the new siding project as well, but we will look into it. 
 
Cedric Lalonde, Unit 11B: How much time does it take to do the siding per block? 
Response, Brian Buys: We have four buildings per year scheduled. Last year was the first               
year and we had a lot of rain, so we only got three buildings done. It is tough to predict perfectly.  
 
Anne Seror, Unit 11B: In regards to parking during winter, the car beside us never moved so                 
the plow could not plow our places properly.  
Response, Brian Buys: People are not required to move their vehicle, but the snow clearing               
people need at least two spots open to clear the spaces.  
Anne Seror, Unit 11B:  They could do it with a shovel. 
Response, Brian Buys: The issue would be cost because it would change the contract. I would                
encourage shovelling it yourself if you do not like the job being done, as I do with my space.  
Agatha Bonadio, Unit 48B: That was one of my complaints about the snow removal company.               
Can we get a quote from another company? They cannot remove the snow between cars. Why                
are we paying $60,000 for them? They were not doing the stairs well either.  
Tamara MacDonald, Unit 79A: Yes and the salt bins were empty all year.  
Response, Denise Stimson: In instances like this, call Property Management so we can call              
the contractor in. We are obviously not on site, so unless you call us we do not know.  
Response, Brian Buys: It was the same company both years. We had sent out a newsletter                
detailing the job they were going to do, and when there are problems, that is when you call                  
Property Management and they will send someone out.  
 
Patrick Ladaucour, Unit 90A: In the complex there is a water meter per block. Can we find out                  
the water usage per block? 
Response, Brian Buys: Yes, that is part of the process that the Board has looked at. It is                  
difficult to prevent new owners from changing upgrades we have made around more efficient              
shower-heads or toilets for example. If somebody takes baths instead of showers, there is not               
much we can do about it. We can identify which blocks are using more, but not which units are                   
using more.  
 
Karla Szabo, Unit 66A: Any updates on fireplaces? 
Response, Natasha Brunet: No. We are at the same stage as last year. We are concentrating                
more on the siding project and the cost of that. If you want to put in an electric fireplace, ask for                     
Board approval, but you can go ahead and do that.  
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Melodee Aubrecht, Unit 54A: Would it be possible to have the adult swim from 7:00 p.m. to                 
8:30 p.m. instead of 7:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.?  
Response, Brian Buys: Part of the reason it was not changed last year is because the Board                 
looked at the pool usage and deemed that it was not needed.  
Melodee Aubrecht, Unit 54A: I addressed that by saying that if adults went for the swim there                 
would sometimes be kids there with their parents.  
Response, Brian Buys: Anything is possible. The Board will look at it. Should you go to the                 
pool and kids are swimming during the adult swim time, inform Denise Stimson.  
Melodee Aubrecht, Unit 54A: All I am asking for is thirty minutes. It gets cooler and darker in                  
the evening.  
Response, Denise Stimson: I will speak with Pool Works prior to the pool opening and make                
sure that lifeguards are aware of what time the adult swim is to make sure the times are more                   
strictly enforced.  
Tamara MacDonald, 79A: These kids have two months out of the year where they are not                
going to school and being told what to do every moment. What is half-an-hour? Just give it to                  
them.  
Response, Brian Buys: We have both sides, so as a Board we need to look at both sides and                   
find a balance.  
Zela Eggleston, Unit 72B: Last year I really liked the lifeguards, and one lifeguard said that no                 
one comes at 7:30 p.m. for the adult swim so she would not kick the kids out. Perhaps if the                    
adults could demonstrate more demand it would help them.  
Response, Brian Buys: We will monitor it more closely this year. 

 
10. ADJOURNMENT 
 

On a motion made by Finola Belanger, Unit 05A, seconded by Tamara MacDonald, Unit 79A,               
and carried unanimously, it was agreed that there was no further business of the Corporation to                
transact; the meeting was closed at 8:55 p.m. 

 
DISCLAIMER  
 
The above minutes of the annual general meeting should be used as a summary of the motions                 
passed and issues discussed at the meeting of the members of the condominium Corporation.              
This document shall not be considered a verbatim copy of every word spoken at the meeting. 

 

 

_____________________ _____________________ 
Director                                                              Director 

 

_____________________ _____________________ 
Date                                                                   Date 
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